
Ideal customer profiles/personas are not detailed 

enough to repeatedly grow revenue. 

$40M recurring revenue businesses have sharply 

defined, laser focused outbound marketing/sales 

efforts. 

Establishing ‘Product Customer Fit’ is key to 

detailing a scalable customer segment. 
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B2B Product Customer Fit

Profile
Target Customer 

Attributes 

Professional Value
Possible outcomes 

customers will buy into

Ideal Customer
This customer can be 

scaled with Lead Gen. 

Playbook

Pressure to act
Urgency causes 

customer to act

Product
All the jobs 

customer wants 

completed

[Sales] Promise
Summary statement of 

Product, Profile, Pressure, 

Professional Value



Ideal Customer  

The ideal customer is the Product Customer Fit that can be 

scaled. Scalable results: lead generation, net new sales and 

recurring revenue, requires that all 4 attributes are present: 

Product, Profile, Professional Value and Pressure to act. 

This intersection is the sweet spot 

for generating leads. 

Before this spot is defined on 

paper, lead generation is testing 

the market to find the 

intersection. 

Once it is located, lead 

generation work is repeating 

proven success. 

Ideal Customer



Customer Development

‘Customer development’ is the process of gaining and defining 

the company’s experience, i.e. it’s institutional knowledge.  This 

experience with the marketplace is the proven success that can 

be scaled. 

A key element of customer development is determining what 

doesn’t work. Scaling revenue is (largely) a process of narrowing 

the team’s focus to include only what is proven to work. 

Product Customer Fit is a structure used to collect, distill and 

focus the company’s current marketplace understanding. The 

company’s collective understanding is always more advanced 

than what is defined on paper. 

Currently much of the knowledge to be defined in the Product 

Customer Fit is already intuitively understood by the team. This 

structure provides the framework to leverage this knowledge. 



Product Customer Fit Attributes  

Product Customer Fit is the relationship between a specific target 

customer profile and the product/service.

• Focuses outbound lead gen. or inbound demand generation efforts 

• ‘Ideal Customer’ is that customer most likely to buy [not dream 

customer] 

• On a bell shaped curve, ideal customer profiles are only the 60% in 

the middle [outbound focus is not 100% of all that could buy]

• Profiles should focus on as small a point as outbound team will allow: 

use an ‘ax’ not a sledgehammer  

• Raw material to define Product Customer Fit are successful 

mainstream customers the company can use to scale revenue

• Product Customer Fit text is summarized from the value proposition 

model detail work 

• **B2B profiles based on customer experience, not on purchased data 



B2B Product Customer Fit
*Summarized from the B2B Value Prop Model

Product:
From the customer’s point of view, work the product could do

[Target Customer] Profile: 

Attributes that accurately and usefully define profile/persona 

Pressure to Act:

Pressure to act is a problem with sufficient urgency that they are 

already acting to solve the problem 

Professional Value:
Personal gain customer hopes to achieve for themselves as a 

result of buying company’s technology, e.g. bonus, prestige, promotion, 

less stress, raise 

[Sales] Promise: 
Sales promise is the summary statement of the Product, Profile, Pressure 

and Professional value. In 2-3 sentences the sales promise gives the potential 

customer the context to understand their opportunity.



Client Example – Product Customer Fit

Product:
Full stack technical services partner to supplement internal IT team 

Target Customer Profile #2: 

SaaS CEO, post series A/B, $3-20M revenue

Pressure to Act:

Need to 5x the IT dev. team in next 12 months

Time cost to internally build team is prohibitive 

Professional Value:

$ savings in tech dev can be used in sales & marketing for growth

Success enables CEO to enact more change  

[Sales] Promise: 

________ enables you to act upon marketplace opportunities by providing 

agile development teams that integrate with your core teams through a proven team 
integration framework. We help scale your operations using our global delivery centers 
and bring operational and cost efficiencies to your business.



Product Customer Fit = Scalable Results  

Product Customer Fit is selling in a defined product niche. In 

which your expertise is clearly understood and accepted. 

And the prospects are motivated to act by the pressure 

they want removed. 

Most companies that establish Product Customer Fit realize 

MQL growth within 5 months. In 12 months a 20-30% 

increase in YOY revenue is common. 

Next steps 

1. Define your current Product Customer Fit 

• Scalable lead gen. target customer profiles 

o Read article ‘B2B Value Prop Model’

2. Call a lead gen. expert, we suggest iZtek  



Per Heistad, B2B Sales Expert

Per Heistad is the principal of iZtek, he has Fortune 500 experience in sales 

team lead generation. For 7 years he was contracted to American Express 

Financial Advisors where his work improved their sales team prospecting. In the 

12 years since Amex he has worked with dozens of early stage companies. 

Per’s sales system expertise includes defining Product Customer Fit, value 

proposition models, target customer profiling, lead generation 

campaigns/messaging and management structure.

Two key lessons from Per’s Amex experience: 

• Lead gen. is a science just as marketing and sales is a science. This science 

is well understood by $40M tech companies. 

• The greatest opportunity to grow revenue is always outside of the 

company. Internal company improvements are the lowest hanging fruit so 

those are the first to be made. That leaves the greatest opportunity to grow 

revenue outside of the company, e.g. better defining the customer’s 

urgency and value. 

When not generating leads, Per is well known for this wood fire cooking skills, 

his sport is free diving, Haiti is a favorite county to visit and he is hoping to find 

a lady for whom he can be her trophy husband. 



Digital Marketing Partners 
Seamless Integration with Sales Model 


